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f aculty sen ate 
February 3, 1984 
TO: Members of the Faculty Senate 
FROM: Anne J. ~retary 
SUBJECT: Februa; M~ ing 
The Faculty Senate will meet on Tuesday, February 14, a t 3:30 p.m. 
in the Kiva . 
The agenda will include the following items: 
(pp. 1-5) 
(p. 6) 
(pp. 7-13) 
(pp. 14-15) 
1. Sununarized minutes of December 13, 198 3 
2. Candidates for degrees, Semester I 1983-84 
Representatives of schools and colleges. 
3. President's Report -- Senate President 
David Kauffman. 
4. Open discussion. 
5. Teaching load at branch colleges 
6. Dual Degree -- MAPA and CRP --
Professor Paul Pohland 
7. Change in name of Art Department 
Professor David Kidd 
8. conunittee replacements -- Professor 
Richard King 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 
FACULTY SENATE MEETING 
February 14, 1984 
(Sununarized Minutes) 
The February 14, 1984 meeting of the UNM Faculty Senate was 
called to order by President David Kauffman at 3:30 p.m. in 
the Kiva. 
The minutes of December 13, 1983 were approved as distributed. 
£andidates for Degrees, Semester I 1983-84. Upon recommendation 
by representatives from the various schools and colleges, the 
Senate approved the list of candidates for degrees, Semester I 
1983-84 to be sent to the UNM Board of Regents for ratification. 
Rresident's Report. President Kauffman introduced Professor 
Jan Schuetz who will be senate parliamentarian for this semester 
while Professor Dick Jensen is on sabbatical. 
Kauffman said that he had spoken to several members of the 
Board of Regents about the next presidential search process, 
an~ he believes the Regents are committed to an open search 
which will be broad in terms of geographical and ethnic back-
ground and field of academic expertise. There is no word yet 
regarding the mechanics or timing of the search; however, the 
Senate will be kept informed of progress in this area. 
s· 
.
1nce the last Senate Meeting there have been two meetings invol · ' ving representatives from faculty around the state. In 
December, a preliminary meeting was held on the UNM campus to 
~~nsider whether there should be a state-wide association of 
b~gher education faculty. It was determined th~t this would. 
b a good idea and it was proposed that a meeting be held with 
,road representation from all institutions of higher education ~~ th~ state. Such a meeting was held in Santa F; on J~nua:y 
t .' with representatives from 19 and of the states 27 institu-ion · · d for 8 in attendance. The consensus was that the7e i~ a nee. 
such an organization for purposes of exchan~ing information, 
representing faculty opinion before various bodies, before the 
-1-
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pu~lic when need7d, and as a means of establishing a legitimate 
voice before various boards when necessary. A committee of 
four faculty members is working on a draft for a constitution 
for such an organization, and this will probably come before 
UNM's Senate in March or April. 
Report on Legislative Actions. Provost McAllister Hull gave a 
brief overview of the current status of legislative bills of 
interest to the University. At present it is proposed 
To return to UNM 37% of the Land and Permanent Fund in 
addition to the maintenance funds. 
- To return 100% of overhead for support of research and 
public service. 
- To return 20% of overhead to the Medical School. 
- To increase the compensation package by 8% starting 
October 1. (The University will continue to push for a 
10% increase.) 
- To increase tuition by 10% for both residents arrl non-
residents. 
- To continue the $5 million Science and Engineering Bond 
Issue. (UNM receives $2 million.) 
- To appropriate $5.4 million for Centers of Excellence. 
- To appropriate $5.775 million for endowment of professor-
ships, lectureships, graduate fellows~ips~ and faculty 
chairs at public universities. (Institutions must match 
the amount of funds received with an equal amount from 
other than governmental sources.) 
- To fund the Anderson school of Management Building improve-
ments and expansion through severance tax bonds rather 
than general obligation bonds. 
- To provide for full retirement benefits after 25 years. 
of service with an increase in assessment, and automatic 
Option B after five years. 
of Provost Hull reiterated that he was reporting the status as 
ch Yesterday (February 13) afternoon and the situation could 
ange before the session ends. 
-2-
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Open Discussion. Senate President Kauffman said that he had 
been urged by a number of Senators and other faculty members 
to make a formal statement regarding recent actions of t he 
New Mexico Legislature. 
Kauffman read a statement (attached to these minutes) a nd 
asked Senators to give opinions as to whether t h e s t atement 
should be issued on a formal basis, and if so, how and in wha t 
form it should be issued. 
Professor Garrett Flickinger moved that the Senate e ndorse 
the statement to be sent to each legislator and to t he news 
media. 
Kauffman reminded the Senate that it was a r ule o f the 
House that no formal motions or resolutions cou ld be p resented 
during the Open Discussion period. 
Professor Dav id Hamilton moved tha t the r u les b e s u s pe nded 
in this case, and t he motion, duly seconded, carri e d . Thereupon , 
Professor Flicki nger's mot ion carried unanimo us ly . 
Teaching Load at Branch colleges. At its meet i ng of Nove mbe r 8 , 
1983, the Senate tabled discussion on Section VII o f the Branch 
College Handbook to be brough t back to t h e Senat e in February 
after further study. 
Faculties of the branch colleges have been consult ed a nd t he 
Senate was asked to approve new wording for Section VI I as 
follows: "For purposes of faculty FTE computat i on, t he bra nches 
shall adopt the BEF definition of a facu lty FTE as determined 
f~r funding purposes: A normal full-time load cons i sts o f 
fifteen credit h ours or the equivalent per semest er· 11 
Senators from the branch colleges spoke in fa vor of t h e new 
wording and the Senate approved section VII of the Branch Co l l e ge 
Handbook as presented. ' 
~Ual Degree: MAPA/CRP. Upon recommendation by Professor Paul 
Ohland for the Senate Graduate Committee, the Senate approved 
~he du~l degree, Master of Arts in Public Administration a nd 
ommunity and Regional Planning. 
~a7tmental Name Change. Professor Dav id Kidd, Chair of the 
ourricula Committee, said that the request by t h e ~epartment. 
hf Art to change i t s name to the Department of Art a nd Art History 
tad been approved by the curricula commit t e e a nd the faculty of 
ahe College of Fine Arts. The Senate approved the n ame cha nge 
8 Presented. 
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committee Replacements. Upon reconunendation by Professor Ri ch ard 
King, for the Operations Committee, the Senate approved t h e 
following committee replacements: (1) Robert Eschbach (Pharmac y ) 
for Rod Wagoner (Secondary & Adult Teacher Education) and Mary 
Grizzard (Art & Art History) for Floyd Williams (Music) on the 
Curricula Committee; (2) Douglas George (Art & Art History) for 
Scott Wilkinson (Music) on Library Conunittee; (3) Helen Muller 
(Public Admin i stration) for James Porter (Management ) , and Anne 
Taylor (Architecture & Planni ng) for Wolfgang Freiser (Architec-
ture & Planning) on the Long Range Planning conuni t tee; and (4 ) 
Jerry Born (Pharmacy) for Robert Eschbach (Pharmacy), Rich ard 
Heggen (Civil Engineering) for John Carney (Civil Engi nee r i ng) , 
Clifford Qualls (Mathematics & Statistics) for Edward Wa lters 
(Chemistry), and John Yeakel (Management) for J ames Porte r 
(Management) on the Undergradu ate Conunittee. 
The meeting adjourned at 4:35 p.m. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
A~&:3~ 
-4-
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faculty senate 
Statement concerning recent actions of the New Mexico State 
Legislature. 
David Kauffman, UNM Faculty Senate President 
endorsed by the UNM Faculty Senate 
February 14, 1984 
Recent actions by some legislators have been most detrimental 
to the general welfare of the citizens of the State of New Mexico. 
The actions of this group have not been consistent with the level 
of responsibility expected by the citizens, a level of responsi-
bility which has been demonstrated by a large number of present 
and past legislators. This group of legislators has demonstrated 
a lack of concern for the quality of education provided for the 
citizens of the state and for the necessary enhancement in the 
quality of education needed to attract industry for orderly growth 
and development. Both the results of current legislative action, 
as~ now stand, and the process by which they were attained 
leav·e much to be desired. 
We are not condemrning the actions of all legislators. There 
are many who have acted responsibly, carefully weighing both long-
term and short-term considerations. we thank these legislators 
very much. We do, however, object tot~ actions of those who 
have relegated education to the status of a game being played 
for short-term political gain. 
-1-
Consider first the results, as they now stand: 
The faculty and staff of New Mexico's universities, colleges 
and public schools have been offered an average 8% increase in 
compensation, starting in October, 1984. The last raise for most 
of us was in July, 1982. Note that this is an increase in total 
compensation, not salary. After the employers' share of mandatory 
social security and retirement benefits are paid, only 6.9% is 
left for salary; and that's not take-home pay~ but total salary 
before deductions. This amounts to average salary raises of 
3.0% per year. That is far less than the rate of inflation for 
the past two years. 
177 
Studies at UNM and elsewhere last summer showed that faculty 
and staff compensation needed to be increased 22 to 23%, on the 
average, to match regional (i.e., Rocky Mountain States Universities) 
averages for faculty and local (i.e., Albuquerque area) for staff. 
These figures contained three components: 7 to 8% to reach the 
averages paid in 1982-83, 7 to 8% to match increases provided by 
C ~ h . b . omparable employers in 1983-84, and 6 to 7%~matc increases eing 
provided for 1984-85. we need 22 to 23% to meet the average level 
of competing employers; we're apparently getting 8%, and it's 
coming late. 
These figures were provided to the Governor's Commission on 
Higher Education. The UNM Board of Regents adopted a budget request 
calling for a 21% increase in compensation (10% in January 1984 , 
10% more, compounded in July 1984). The Board of Educational 
-2-
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Finance and the Governor scaled this request down to 16. 64% for 
faculty and 10% for staff, on the average, in an attempt to 
provide a more realistic overall state budget. The House 
Appropriations Bill, HB 2, further cut these requests to 10% for 
both faculty and staff compensation, about half of what is 
needed. More recent legislative action has resulted in a figure 
of 8%, with a delay of three months. This 8% would bring us to 
just about the average level for 1982-83. It's far out of line 
for 1984-85. If the legislators think faculty and staff will work 
contentedly for this level of compensation, they are sadly mis-
taken. 
Consider next the legislative process we have witnessed: 
Funding for education, both for the public schools and for 
higher education, has become a political game in Santa Fe. Political 
maneuvering removed HB 2 from senate committee consideration, 
Where rational discussion and compromise could have been accomplished. 
Many, many hours of senate time were thus wasted as dozens of 
ammendments were brought to the full senate for consideration. 
Appropriation bills have been delayed long past the deadlines 
spelled out in legislative rules. 
We are greatly disappointed in the results which have come 
from legislative action; we are even more appalled at the process 
that was used. 
A well-supported, high quality system of education at all 
-3-
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levels is essential if this state is to provide for the better-
ment of its present citizens. It is likewise an essential feature 
of the state's effort to attract appropriate industry for economic 
growth and development. The message now corning from Santa Fe 
will not help the long-term economic health of the state. 
What will happen in the future? The universities and colleges 
will not shutdown overnight. Instead there will be a slow, but 
steady decrease in the quality and quantity of programs offered. 
We are already seeing an exodus of some of our best faculty and 
most highly skilled and experienced staff members. It will be 
increasingly difficult to hire new faculty and staff at unrealis-
tically low salary levels. Student:teacher ratios, already much 
higher than they should be, and 30% higher than they were about 
ten years ago, will continue to increase. Programs will be 
eliminated. we can anticipate lower overall quality for many of 
the programs that are leftJand there will be less access to 
higher education for the citizens of New Mexico. 
In summary, recent actions by some legislators have shown 
utter disregard for both the substance and image of education in 
this state. The interest~ of these legislators appear to be 
1;-·t d 'd t'ons The citizens of 
-ui e to short-term political consi era 1 • 
New Mexico deserve better. 
DI<:/bf 
-4-
Dave Kauffman, President, Faculty Senate 
Susan Lynch, Branch Coordinator 
Agenda item for February 14, 1984 
February 1, 1984 
I hereby request inclusion of the following statement in the branch section 
of the UNM Faculty Handbook. This section is to follow the already approved 
statements I - VI. 
VII. Teaching Load 
For purposes of faculty FTE computation, the branche:s shall adopt the 
DEF definition of a faculty FTE as determined for funding purposes: 
A normal full-time load consists of fifteen credit hours or the 
equiv~lent per semester. 
xc: 7Anoe Brown 
/ng 
-6-
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" 
FORM C 
MAJOR AND ~JINOR CURRICULAR CHANGES 
June 14, 1983 
, Date: f Division o 
Unit: Public Administration and 
(Dept., Div., Prog.) 
Community and Regional Planning 
I. Major Change (MPA/CRP) 
Degree New V .'I. (Dual Degree) Revision of 
Major New 
existing degree 
Revision of 
existing major 
Minor New Revision of 
Concentration New 
existing minor 
Revision of 
UNIT PREPARES IN TRIPLICATE 
Routing (All three copies) 
1. Dean of Library Services : ·. 
2. College Curriculum Comm. if necessary 
3. College or School Faculty 
4. College or School Dean 
5. FS Undergraduate Academic Affairs 
Comm. and/or FS Graduate Comm. 
6. Office of Graduate Studies (For grad. 
level changes) 
7. FS Curricula Committee 
8. Provost 
9. Faculty Senate 
Deletion 
Deletion 
Deletion 
Deletion 
existing concentration 
Give exact title and requirements as they should appear in ·the catalog in the space provided or on attached 
sheets. Dual degree option (MPA and CRP) already mentioned in the 
catalog. 
II. Minor Change 
Minor name change of existing degree, major, minor, or concentration. 
Minor program revision ( 3-5 hours} 
' ~===================================== 
R:asons for Request (attach extra sheets if necessary} The faculties at both Public Admin-
istration and Community and Regional Planning have approved a Dual 
Etegree Program as per attached rationale 
ective Date of Proposed Change: Eal 1 , 1983 
B d · _ . Semester Year ~ . 
1 ~ getary and Faculty Load Implications: '(attach statements) None ~ . ·· · · _. 
~ight this change impinge in any significant way on student or departmental programs? Yes __ 
f Yes, have you resolved these issues with departme~t involved? k::"(attach s nt 
X 
and/or 
Univttsit 
' " -.,. Y or New Mexico 
... (: , . 0,' 
-7-
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DUAL DEGREE PROGRAM: 
MCRP/KPA 
The Master of Connnunity and Regional Planning (MCRP) 
and Master in Public Administration (MPA) dual degree will 
be offered and administered_jointly by the School of Arch-
itecture and the Division of Public Administration. 
A. Purpose of the Degree 
B. 
The dual degree will address the needs of students 
who desire a public sector career in leadership positions 
requiring the skills of both a trained planner and 
administrator. The program of studies will enable students 
to develop skills and background necessary to assess 
public needs, determine and develop public goals, develop 
planning strategies and implementation programs, and 
to become capable and effective administrators of planning 
organizations and public service agencies at the federal, 
state and local levels. Students will be able to earn 
the MCRP/MPA degree in approximately two thirds. of 
the time it would normally take to earn both degrees 
separately (78 credit hours are required if the degrees 
are earned separately). 
Anni• • 
..::.c...t: ication ·Deadlines 
Fall Semester: February 15 (with . Financial aid) 
June 30 : (without Financial aid) 
-8-
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with a grade of "B" or better of UNM Math 102 (Introduction 
to Probability and Statistics) and Economics 201 (Principles 
of Economics) or their equivalents elsewhere. Note: 
Although students may be admitted with some dificiencies, 
these must be removed during the first year of residence. 
Courses used to remove deficiencies may not be counted 
toward degree requirements. 
Advisement: Upon acceptance, the student shall be assigned 
an advisor in the program designated as the "home department." 
The advisor shall organize a Course of Studies with the 
student·. 
Requirements for the Degrees 
1. Students must maintain a cumulative GPA of at 
least 3.0 for all graduate courses taken at 
UNM regardless of sponsoring department; 
2. Students must complete all course work and 
pass a written core comprehensive exam ~n 
Public Administration; 
3 . Students must complete the core courses in 
both programs plus specific requirements 
under either the Joint Thesis Option or 
the Professional Paper and Independent 
Project Option. 
J . 
~nt Thesis Option 
Student selecting the Joint Thesis Option will be 
required to complete 46 credit hours of coursework and 
F. 
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6 hours of thesis. The thesis committee will be comprised 
of faculty members from both programs. A minimum of 52 
hours will be taken as follows: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Interdisciplinary Seminar 590 in The Practice 
. of Policy Development - 3 Units 
Internship in CRP or Course in PA - 2-3 Units 
* CRP Core Courses - 17 Units 
* PA Core Courses - 15 Units 
Electives - 9 Units 
Thesis - 6 Units 
Professional Paper and Independent Project Ootion 
Students who do not select the Joint Thesis Option must 
complete the requirements for both the Public Administration 
Professional Paper and the Conununity and Regional Planning 
Independent Project as described in the respective program 
guidelines. This option requires a minimum of 53 _credit 
hours as follows: 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5 . 
Interdisciplinary Seminar 590 in the Practice of Policy 
Development - 3 Units 
Internship in CRP or Course in PA - 2-3 Units 
CRP Core Courses - 17 Units 
* PA Core Courses - 15 Units 
Electives - 9 Units 
.J.. ,. 
* See Appendix I for Core Courses in CRP ·and PA. No~e 
that the core · courses requirement may change from time 
to time. 
-11-
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6. PA Problems (3 Units) and CRP Independent Project 
(4 Units) - 7 Units 
G. Core Comprehensive Exam in PA 
Upon completion of Public Administration core courses 
PA 500, PA 521, PA 525 and PA 544, all dual degree students 
must take and successfully complete a comprehensive written 
exam over the core area. Only those students who receive 
·passing evaluations on the exam may continue work in the 
~A portion of the dual degree. 
-12-
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Appendix I: CRP and PA Core Courses 
Core Courses in Corranunity and Regional Planning re-
quired of all dual degree students include a total of 
seventeen (17) hours: 
CRP 464 Land Development Economics (3 Units) 
CRP 465 Community and Regional Planning Methods 
(3 Units) 
CRP 468 Urban Design Concepts and Methods (4 Units) 
CRP 565 The Planning Process - Theory and Practice 
(3 Units) 
and 
CRP 469 Rural Environmental Planning Studio 
(4 Units) 
or 
CRP 500 Professional Problems and Practice Studio 
(4 Units) 
Core Courses in Public Administration required of 
all dual degree students include a total of fifteen (15) 
hours: 
• PA 500 Contemporary Public Administration (3. Units) 
PA 521 Administrative Behavior (3 Units) 
PA 525 Public Personnel Admipistration (3 Units) 
PA 544 Public Budgeting and Fiscal Management 
(3 Units) 
and 
PA 596 Field Research Methods in the Public Sector 
(3 Units) 
or 
PA 597 Program Evaluation (3 Units) 
-a,;.-;; TH RSJTY OF EW MEXICO 
DAn October 26, 1983 
Tu David Kauffma n, r si e nt, Fa culty Senate 
f'lOM David Kidd , Clai r, Cur r icula Corrunittee 
&~JICT Name change fo r D 
The curr icula C nuni 
in name o f he De a 
and Art Hi o ry . 
(see a ttached mo) 
DK/bf 
ar ment of Art 
ee una n imously endorses the change 
ment of Art to the Department of Art 
-14-
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-ti:.~. THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 
n ... n:, July 29, 1983 
Donald C. McRae, Dean, College of Fine Arts 
Garo Z. Antreasian, Chairperson, Department of Art 
Request For Approval of Departmental Name Change 
During the last faculty meeting of the Spring term, 1983, 
the Departmental Advisory Committee recommended that the name 
of the Department of Art be officially changed to become the 
Department of Art and Art History. The motion passed by 
unanimous vo~e. 
As you know the name change has been under discussion for 
some years, its reasoning being to more accurately reflect the 
dual nature of the two disciplines t hat we embrace and its 
ad9ption is but one more step to gra nt higher visability to our 
colleagues in Art History. The new title is not without precedent, 
being employed by several institutions with programs comparable 
·to ours. 
This is to assure you of my own endorsement of this change 
and to request your formal approval and support through whatever 
other channels that may be necessary. We will need to change our 
letterheads as ·soon as possible as well as to notify the University 
Secretary to m~dify our listings wherever applicable. Therefore ~ 
your early response will be appreciated. 
To: Anne Browo, University Secretary August 10, 1983 
From: Donald NcRae, Dean, College of F1:11e ~s 
Subject: Above memo 
I endorse the name change proposed in Mr. Antreasian's memo, and 
request .that you begin whatever fo.rmal process is necessary to make 1 t 
official. 
cc·. G aro Antreasian 
-15-
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l10/09/85 
0 
C"; 
..,.. 
ALLEN,GLEN MATTHEW 
ANDERSON,DAVID BRIAN 
ANDERSON,ROBERTA L 
'RGEANAS,ALEX MIKE 
JABINEAUX,JAMES G 
JACHICHA,LOUIS R,II 
lAKER,CHARLOTTE A 
3ANASKY-FRIEDEN,DOUGLAS J 
3ARTLETT,CATHERINE A 
3ENNETT,MICHELLE ILENE 
3LOUGH,KATHLEEN 
3LYTHE,J0SEPH BARRY 
3RYANT,PERCY LEON 
:ABIEDES,EUGENIA I 
:AMP OS, CHRISTINA 
: ARL ENO,RI CHARD Q 
: ARR,ILENE R 
:ARR,LINDA L 
: HAKERIAN,ARAM 
:HURGIN, LEE 
:LARK,CYNTHIA L 
~ONTRERAS,LINDA MACHELLE 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
MAIN CAMPUS 
1983 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
I 
• 
--
MAJOR 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
ECONOMICS 
JOURNALISM 
GEOGRAPHY 
ECONOMICS 
ECON & POL SC 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
COMMUN DISORDERS 
CREATIVE WRITING 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
ENGLISH 
PSYCHOLOGY 
ECONOMICS 
SPANISH 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
HISTORY 
SPANI SH 
COMMUN DISORDERS 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
POL SC & SOC 
CREATIVE WRITING 
PSYCH & POL SC 
MINOR 
SPANISH 
MANAGEMENT 
ECONOMICS 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
PSYCHOLOGY 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
JOURNALISM 
HISTORY 
MUSIC 
RELIGIOUS STUDIES 
MANAGEMENT 
SOCIAL WELFARE 
MANAGEMENT 
GEOLOGY 
AMERICAN STUDIES 
FRENCH 
MANAGEMENT 
PAGE l 
)10/09~5 
Oi 
.... 
~AVOUDZADEH,KAMRAN 
'DE BRUIN, ELLEN 
~ENZ,RUDOLPH CHRISTOPHER 
=ooHERTY, SUZANNE 
"DOWLER, LOUISE C 
·ouKER, YVONNE P 
~VANGELHO,BRAD DAVID 
"FAIR,MICHAEL CHARLES 
.FISK,KAREN K 
"FITZGIBBON, TERESA A 
~ITZPATRICK,MARY A 
FLORES,MARCELLA G 
'GABRIEL, ROMAN 
nAGLIARDI,ANGELA RITA 
nARCIA,CHRISTOPHER LEE 
uARCIA,LEONARD EUGENE 
uESNER,GEORGE A 
GIBSON-ZINGO,SANDRA LEE 
GIEGERICH,DAWN ANN 
GREEN,JAMES D 
:GUERIN, DAMIAN J 
:GURULE,JERRY LEE 
HALLER,ESTELA ARELLANO 
HEBERT,ARDEN DANETTE 
1HILL.MARY E 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS PAGE 2 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 1983 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
ECONOMICS MATHEMATICS 
GEOGRAPHY BIOLOGY 
ECONOMICS NAVAL SCIENCE 
PSYCHOLOGY SOCIOLOGY 
.. PSYCH & soc 
SOCIOLOGY PSYCHOLOGY 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION MANAGEMENT 
ART HISTORY 
ENGLISH PSYCHOLOGY 
ENGLISH HISTORY 
SPAN & LAT AM PORTUGUESE 
SOCIOLOGY HISTORY 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION THEATRE ARTS 
ENGLISH SOCIOLOGY 
ECON & POL SC 
JOURNALISM ENGLISH 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION ECONOMICS 
~ HISTORY ENGLISH 
· -- HISTORY ECONOMICS 
SOCIOLOGY PSYCHOLOGY 
SPAN & GERMAN 
SPANISH PORTUGUESE 
JOURNALISM ART 
COMMUN DISORDERS SPECIAL EDUCATION 
]10/09/~ 
C'j 
..... 
~OUSE,CATHARINE SUE 
vAMES,SAMUEL 0 
:JAMES, TOYA ANN 
JOHNSTON,KIMBERLY ANN 
JONES,CATHERINE J 
UONES,MARCIA ROSE 
JORDAN,MELANIE EARL 
KAMINSKI,PATRICIA LYNN 
KANUIKA,RICHARD JOHN 
KELLER,ANITA M 
lEAF,TIMOTHY MARK 
lEIDING,FRANCES 
lUCERO,MARGARET A 
~AESTAS,ROSEMARY LEE 
~ARTINEZ,CAROL D 
~ARTINEZ,MARCO G 
MARTINEZ,RUTH EMILY 
~ATTEUCCI,LINDA MARIE 
~CBRIDE,SHEILA MARIE 
~ECHENBIER,PAMELA ANN 
r EDINA,FRANCES L 
MERRELL,JOHN DOUGLAS 
~ESTON,WARD BERYL 
EYER,STEPHEN ANTHONY 
ILLER,ELLEN KATHLEEN 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 1983 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
PSYCHOLOGY 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
JOURNALISM 
~ 
~ 
-
... 
ENGL & H EC 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
SOCIOLOGY 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
HISTORY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
PSYCHOLOGY 
ECONOMICS 
PSYCHOLOGY 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
ENGLISH 
ENGLISH 
FRENCH 
ENGLISH 
GEOGRAPHY 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
CREATIVE WRITING 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
SOCIOLOGY 
GEOGRAPHY 
HISTORY 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
ENGLISH 
ENGLISH 
ASIAN STUDIES 
GEOLOGY 
HISTORY 
ENGLISH 
SOCIOLOGY 
MANAGEMENT 
SOCIOLOGY 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
SOCIAL WELFARE 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
FILM STUDIES 
MANAGEMENT 
SPANISH 
EUROPEAN STUDIES 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
MANAGEMENT 
HISTORY 
PAGE 3 
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MILLER.LAUREN LEIGH 
MILLER, SANDRA A 
MONTOYA,RANDY J 
MORSE, DANIEL E 
MULDROW,JOHN E 
NESS,CARLA SUZANNE 
OCONNOR,PATRICIA JEAN 
OLSON,PATRICIA J 
ORTEGA,LORRI ANN 
PADILLA,JOHN M 
PARKER,DIANA DEE 
PATT,PATRICIA 0 
PITCHER,LYNN MARIE 
PRICE, TIMOTHY D 
PUCCETTI,MICHAEL DEAN 
ROBINSON,SHERRY KAY 
RUSSELL,ANTHONY ANGELO 
SALMON,JAMES RUSSELL 
SANCHEZ,ROBERT EDMOND 
SARMIENTO,SYLVIA ANN 
1SCHUSTER, JANA L 
HERMAN,PAUL FREDERICK,II 
IMON,GLORIA JEAN 
SOEHLIG,DEBORAH J 
STANGEBYE,ERIC THOMAS 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS PAO 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 1933 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
JOURNALISM ENGLISH 
CREATIVE WRITING JOURNALISM 
JOURNALISM DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
JOURNALISM SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION MANAGEMENT 
POLITICAL SCIENCE DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
-
ENGLISH HISTORY 
JOURNALISM ENGLISH 
It • PSYCHOLOGY MANAGEMENT 
---- ECONOMICS MANAGEMENT 
ENGLISH ASIAN STUDIES 
POLITICAL SCIENCE MANAGEMENT 
POLITICAL SCIENCE ENGLISH 
GEOGRAPHY ART 
LAT AM & ECON 
JOURNALISM MANAGEMENT 
a I POLITICAL SCIENCE MANAGEMENT 
.. ECONOMICS MANAGEMENT 
JOURN & POL SC 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION MANAGEMENT 
HIST & ENGL 
PSYCH & POL SC 
JOURNALISM MANAGEMENT 
POLITICAL SCIENCE SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
ECONOMICS BIOLOGY 
,. 
Jl 0/09/85 
~ 
C!'J 
..... 
STEVENSON,DAVID RALPH 
STGEORGES,LYNN LOUISE 
~TROMMEN,JANET L 
~UMPTER,NANCY E 
~HRELKELD,MARLA S 
~OLEDO,SIFREDO 
~UTTLE,WILLIAM ANDREW 
VANNESPEN,HELEN ANN 
WILSON,HOLLY 
WOOD,ROBERT RAY 
YOUNGER,ARTHUR GEORGE 
lELLERS,RALEIGH E 
BAACK,ANDREA LEE 
BARNEY,VERNON JAMES 
BOXER.HARRIET E 
BRANDT,MARY MARGARET 
BROWN,DARWIN JAMES 
: ONDON,CRAIG LEE 
: URTISS,URSULA MARY 
I 1)RAGOO, JERRY W 
~FFINGER,JAMES A 
1-NDRES, DANI El J 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 1983 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
• • 
....... 
....... 
CHEMISTRY 
JOURNALISM 
GEOLOGY 
SOCIOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
ANTH & AM ST 
PSYCHOLOGY 
SOCIOLOGY 
LINGUI & SPAN 
JOURN & ART 
SOCIOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MAJOR 
BIOLOGY 
-
....... BIOLOGY 
._.. PSYCHOLOGY 
- BIOLOGY 
MATH & SPAN 
---
GEOLOGY 
---
BIOLOGY 
~ BIOLOGY 
GEOLOGY 
MATHEMATICS 
T - • 'Ii _.., .. 
ECONOMICS 
ENGLISH 
MUSIC 
PSYCHOLOGY 
HOME ECONOMICS 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
MANAGEMENT 
HISTORY 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
MINOR 
CHEMISTRY 
CHEMISTRY 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
CHEMISTRY 
PHYSICS 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
CHEMISTRY 
CHEMISTRY 
BIOLOGY 
GEOGRAPHY 
PAGE s 
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~ 
ENGL ISH,LINDA SUANNE 
fIS K,BRIAN JAMES 
~A MMILL,KIMBERLY ANNE 
GA RCIA,DENNIS JOSEPH 
GIL BERT,MARY JO 
JOHNSON,P ATRICE A 
~EARNEY,JOHN JOSEPH 
E,T HANH NGOC 
"IARTI NEZ, CL EOVES 
'1EHRNOOSH,AZADEH 
10HAGHEGHI,AMIR H 
10NTANO,BRIAN L 
10NTOYA,SYLVIA MARIE 
)LSSON,KATHLEEN ANN 
~ICHERS,SHERWOOD A,JR 
' AGER,BEATRICE WYNNE 
l 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
-
• 
• • 
-
.-, 
........ 
.. 
BIOLOGY 
MATHEMATICS 
BIOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
GEOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
MATHEMATICS 
BIOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
PHYSICS 
BIOLOGY 
CHEMISTRY 
MATHEMATICS 
GEOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
1983 
CHEMISTRY 
CHEMISTRY 
ENGLISH 
CHEMISTRY 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
ART 
HISTORY 
SPANISH 
DISTRIBUTED MINOR 
BIOLOGY 
MATHEMATICS 
CHEMISTRY 
BIOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
MATHEMATICS 
BIOLOGY 
PAGE 6 
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~ 
~ 
ALBERT,ADAM W 
ARGOS,CHRISTINE N 
BARKOFF,JEFFREY EDWARD 
BARRETT,MARILYN DP 
BASH,JEFFREY LAWRENCE 
BELLINO,JOHN DAVID 
BIERNACKI,ROBERT W 
BONIELLO,IRMA 
BRANDA,CARLA D 
BUTCHER,VIRGINIA A 
:AIN, MARSHA D 
; ALDWELL,DEBORAH LAJEAN 
1: ALDWELL,LISA C 
CALNAN,KEVIN M 
CAMPBELL,STUART LEWIS 
CANO,CARLA FRANCESCA 
CAPP,KAREN F 
CARPENTER,JACKIE LEANN 
I 
CAULEY,CATHERINE F 
I 
CHANG,CATHERINE LEUNG 
~HAVEZ,JOHN THOMAS 
~OLBERT,JOHN E,III 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
MAIN CAMPUS 
1983 
THE ROBERT 0. ANDERSON SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT 
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
MAJOR 
....... 
• • 
• ••• 
FIN MGMNT CCONCTN) 
ACCTG & FINAN 
MKTG MGMNT CCONCTN) 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
BUS CMPTR SYS CCONCT 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
FIN MGMNT CCONCTN) 
BUS CMPTR SYS CCONCT 
BUS CMPTR SYS CCONCT 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
MKTG MGMNT CCONCTN) 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
FIN MGMNT CCONCTN) 
HUMAN RES MGMNT CCONC 
MKTG MGMNT CCONCTN) 
T GENL MGMNT CCONCTN) 
BUS CMPTR SYS CCONCT 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
T GENL MGMNT CCONCTN) 
MINOR 
PAGE 7 
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""" 
; OLE,CARLA J 
; OLLINS,CHERYL NAN 
.:ooK, GINA 
; ROUGHAN,ANDY G 
)ACEY, JUDITH A 
:JEMICK,CYNTHIA MARIE 
:)QYLE,THOMAS W 
~ASTON,KATHY A 
~RNST,PAMELA SUE 
]ALL EGOS,CHRISTOPHER 
}LUCK,LINDA A 
3RIEGO,CAROLINE F 
iALL,BENNETT WALTER,JR 
:iARDIE,DIANA G 
~ARRINGTON,STEPHEN R 
~ARRISON,LAWRENCE RUSSELL 
JOHNSEN,DOUGLAS PAUL 
, REBS,WILLIAM H 
.ARSON, JOHN A 
. EDAY, TIMOTHY E 
AES,JOHN ANTHONY 
~APSTONE,JUDITH KAY 
ARTIN EZ,TIOFILO A 
~AY,CHARLES DAVID 
ICHNOVICZ,DAVID JOSEPH 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 1983 
MAIN CAMPUS 
THE ROBERT 0. ANDERSON SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT 
T GENL MGMNT CCONCTN) 
---
.-. 
.. 
I 
~ 
BUS CMPTR SYS CCONCT 
T GENL MGMNT CCONCTN) 
BUS CMPTR SYS CCONCT 
FIN MGMNT CCONCTN) 
BUS CMPTR SYS CCONCT 
BUS CMPTR SYS CCONCT 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
FIN MGMNT CCONCTN) 
FIN MGMNT CCONCTN) 
FIN MGMNT CCONCTN) 
MKTG MGMNT CCONCTN) 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
MKTG MGMNT CCONCTN) 
T GENL MGMNT CCONCTN) 
BUS CMPTR SYS CCONCT 
BC S & ACCTG 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
FIN MGMNT CCONCTN) 
T GENL MGMNT CCONCTN) 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
PAGE 8 
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(T.J 
~ 
~ 
11ILLER, EDNA MAE 
110NTOYA,EILEEN PATRICIA 
)BRIEN, LESLIE C 
=>ADIL LA, KEVIN L 
=>APPAS,KATHERINE 
=>EAY,MICHAEL LOREN 
=>EPPER,STEVEN LEE 
=>EREA,BRENDA MORA 
=>INEDO,DANIEL ARCHIE 
=>RINCE,JENNIE LEE 
~UINTANA,JOSEPH 0 
~AMSEY,CHERYL ANN 
~EINHARDT,BRIAN CLAY 
~EINHART,BRIAN M 
WBLEDO,MIKE 
~OTHE,PETER HERBERT 
~OTRUCK,MICHAEL ALLEN 
iALGADO,MARIAN S 
iANCHEZ,THERESE ROSEANN 
iCHMIEDICKE,DAVID BRUCE 
>CHULTZ,KAREN L 
l.EGOVIA,YVONNE T 
HEWNACK,BARBARA S 
HIPP,BRENT HARRISON 
IKORA,LEON ANTHONY 
I 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
MAIN CAMPUS 
1983 
THE ROBERT 0. ANDERSON SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT 
.. 
......... 
FIN MGMNT CCONCTN) 
FINAN & MARKET 
MKTG MGMNT CCONCTN) 
MKTG MGMNT CCONCTN) 
BUS CMPTR SYS CCONCT 
FINAN & GN MGM 
BUS CMPTR SYS CCONCT 
FINAN & MARKET 
T GENL MGMNT CCONCTN) 
FINAN & GN MGM 
T GENL MGMNT CCONCTN) 
T GENL MGMNT CCONCTN) 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
T GENL MGMNT CCONCTN) 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
MKTG MGMNT CCONCTN) 
MKTG MGMNT CCONCTN> 
FIN MGMNT CCONCTN) 
FINAN & GN MGM 
BUS CMPTR SYS CCONCT 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
T GENL MGMNT CCONCTN) 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
MKTG MGMNT CCONCTN) 
PAGE 9 
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i IPILI,REBECCA SANDRA 
iM ITH,DONNA MARIE 
iM ITH,JEFF MARTIN 
iMITH, LAURAN 
iTEGMAN, CRAIG M 
iTOCKTON,PAULA RAE 
"HRASHER,MAXWELL L 
"ORRES,RAMON FRANCISCO 
"RAIN,SANDRA M 
"RUJILLO,JOSEPH ABEL 
IALENCIA,MARGUERITE ROSE 
IERTZ,TIMOTHY DAVID 
IADE, SUSAN ANN 
IALLER,KATHRYN A 
IHITEHOUSE,EDWIN LEE 
IORDEN,WILLIAM W,JR 
'ARDLEY,ROLAND JAMES 
~EPPER,JOHN DEWEY 
'.ERWAS,JUDY A 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
MAIN CAMPUS 
1983 
THE ROBERT 0. ANDERSON SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT 
• • 
BC S & MARKET 
BUS CMPTR SYS CCONCT 
MKTG MGMNT CCONCTN) 
T GENL MGMNT CCONCTN) 
BUS CMPTR SYS CCONCT 
MKTG MGMNT CCONCTN) 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
MKTG MGMNT CCONCTN) 
MKTG MGMNT CCONCTN) 
MKTG MGMNT CCONCTN) 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
NT INT MGMNT CCONCTN) 
T GENL MGMNT CCONCTN) 
MKTG MGMNT CCONCTN) 
T GENL MGMNT CCONCTN) 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
HUMAN RES MGMNT CCONC 
BUS CMPTR SYS CCONCT 
ACCTG CCONCTN) 
PAGE 10 
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1ARQUEZ,SARAH FURR 
)CONNOR,MARY ELLEN 
'LATA,YOLANDA VICTORIA 
~ANDOLPH,LAURA JEAN 
~IVERA,ERIC 
~EHLING,MATTHEW G 
: HANDLER,SHERRI E 
=RANCIS,DOROTHY RIPPER 
,UILLEN,JAMES IVAN 
iOOVER,JEANNE DIANE 
.OPEZ,FRANCISCO ABLE 
1ILLER,CLAIRE EILEEN 
1ISEL,VANESSA L 
LBRECHT,CAROLE L 
LVA,CATHERINE JOYCE 
RCHULETA,C LENORA 
TENCIO,BEVERLY ANN 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 1983 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION 
MAJOR 
Viii- ART EDUCATION 
.... LINGUISTICS 
._. ART EDUCATION 
..... TESOL & ENGL 
....- HISTORY 
•••• SOCIAL STUDIES COMP 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN RECREATION 
MAJOR 
---
RECREATION 
..... RECREATION 
gJJ.LIRT RECREATION 
...... RECREATION 
illllM• RECREATION 
... , RECREATION 
__ ..., 
RECREATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MAJOR 
_,,,J,___,J .. ...,,, ... 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
MINOR 
LIBRARY SCIENCE 
SPANISH 
ECONOMICS 
114 
MINOR 
MINOR 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
SOCIAL STUDIES COMP 
SPANISH 
ENGLISH 
PAGE 11 
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N 
BADAL,SARA E 
BAILLIO,JEFFREY W 
BELCHER,BARBARA LOUISE 
BISHOP,SUZANNE CAROL 
COGDILL,PHOEBE J 
COLLIER,TRACY SUE 
COOKE,VIRGINIA ANN 
ERVEN,LORI JEAN 
ESQUIBEL,ELLEN T 
GABALDON,CHRISTINA ANITA 
GA RCIA,ELLEN CHRISTINE 
GA RCIA,JOSE ALEX 
3ARCIA,LORETTA 
3ASPARICH,LINDA SUE 
3UERRO,LAURA 
,"IARRAGARRA, DEBBIE ANN 
;IPWELL,ELVA MARIE 
;owARD,KATHRYN DOR EEN 
<RYCHO,KAREN SUE 
_OVATO,KATHYRN E 
UCAS,CYNTHIA J 
ARCHIONDO,PAMELA SUSAN 
ETCALF,MARGARET ANN 
ONTANO,CYNTHIA ANNA P 
ONTOYA,JANET JESSIE 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
MAIN CAMPUS 
1983 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
--
.. 
........ 
.. 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
PSYCHOLOGY 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
MUSIC EDUCATION 
PSYCHOLOGY 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
SOCIOLOGY 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
PSYCHOLOGY 
BILINGUAL EDUCATION 
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION PSYCHOLOGY 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION EARLY CHILDHOOD ED 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION SPECIAL EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ENGLISH 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION EARLY CHILDHOOD ED 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION BILINGUAL EDUCATION 
PAGE 12 
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N 
PALMISANO,SANDRA JO 
PAYNE,NANCY L 
REED,PAMELA JOAN 
REQUENA,CECILIA BRACHO 
REYNOLDS,LOIS M 
SCHWERS,ELAINE FLORENCE 
SELVAGE-HEIDEN,JOAN ADELE 
SHAW,BRENDA L CORDER 
fOLEDO,KENNETH LEE 
TORRES,KATHERINE SUZANNE 
fREPANIER,LINDA A HAUGEN 
JALVERDE,DONNA JEANNE 
JOIDA,CAROL DIANE 
°'ADE, JANIS ANN 
ASSATOR,GLENNIS PHYLLIS 
~AHER,MAUREEN ELIZABETH 
-AY,VALENTINA SUZANNE 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEH MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
MAIN CAMPUS 
1983 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
.__ ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH EDUCATION 
MAJOR 
HEAL TH EDUCATION 
._... HEALTH EDUCATION 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
PSYCHOLOGY 
MUSIC EDUCATION 
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED 
MUSIC EDUCATION 
LIBRARY SCIENCE 
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
BILINGUAL EDUCATION 
BILINGUAL EDUCATION 
MUSIC EDUCATION 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
MINOR 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION 
MAJOR MINOR 
--
HOME ECON EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
MAJOR MINOR 
PAGE 13 
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CARABAJAL,VECENTE M 
MCCALLISTER,JOHN LEONARD 
NOLAND,VERNON DOYLE 
ROMAINE,OKECHUKWU C 
VARGAS,STEPHEN J 
WHENRY,JAMES L 
GODIN,JOSEPH MARTIN 
BARGER,KAREN M 
BOLAND,ERIC KARL 
CONGLETON,PAULA LYNN 
LLANES,RITA NOEMI 
LOFTUS,STEPHEN 
MARQUEZ,SALLY C 
MARTIN,LINDA GAIL 
MCLAREN,JAMES MICHAEL 
IMPSON,JACOB RODERICK 
OLLIVER,PAMELA M 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 1983 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
.-
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL TECH EDUC 
MAJOR 
-
INDUSTRIAL TECH EDUC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
MAJOR 
_. PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
p E & PSYCH 
.__.. PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
MINOR 
MINOR 
HEALTH EDUCATION 
RECREATION 
PSYCHOLOGY 
MATHEMATICS 
RECREATION 
HEALTH EDUCATION 
HEALTH EDUCATION 
PAGE 14 
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BEACH,DAVID A 
BOONE,TERRENCE SCOTT 
:HOMAN,PAUL BOHDAN 
:OLE,DANIEL CRAIG 
:UARON,ANTHONY T 
,UAY,KENNETH PATRICK 
(URPANEK,DETLEF HORST 
.IN,MIKE A 
~EED,IRENE AMALIA 
\LDERETE,RAYMOND MARK 
\RCHULETA,MARK A 
lRODERICK,KEVIN P 
:HAN,HOCK WING 
=ooR,MICHEAL RAY 
.AM,KAI PING 
EYBA,PATRICK EDWARD 
~ACKENZIE,JOHN MARK 
ONTOYA,BERNIE JOE 
>ARHIZGAR, BIJAN 
EREA,AARON 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEH MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS PAGE 15 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 1983 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
BACHELOR OF ENGINEERING 
MAJOR MINOR 
BIOMED ENGR COPTION) , ENRG & PWR SYCOPTION) 
BIOMED ENGR (OPTION) 
~ BIOMED ENGR (OPTION) 
...... ENRG & PWR SYCOPTION) 
4lallllllllL BIOMED ENGR (OPTION) 
ENRG & PHR SYCOPTION) 
...-..r BIOMED ENGR (OPTION) 
~ BIOMED ENGR (OPTION) 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MAJOR MINOR 
......... CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
....... CIVIL ENGINEERING 
.. 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
...... CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
10/09/85 
c-: ,~ 
>ETNEY,SHARON JOY 
>LATT,ROBERT BRUCE,III 
>ORTILLO,RAOUL STEPHEN 
HELMAR, HILARY 
>TEVENSON,RALPH GIRARD 
:RABTREE,GEOFFREY JUDE 
,RIEGO,PATRICIO LUIS 
(OCH, JEFFREY P 
1UELLER,ELLEN ELIZABETH 
~EWMAN,CATHY DIANE 
ILTON,MICHAEL LEE 
JHELAN, FRANCIS J 
~ILLIAMS,TED EUGENE 
1RDEN,GREGORY BRIAN 
IEMIS, LAURA A 
ARRAS,DAVID E 
RANK,STEVEN GARY 
ILES,STEVEN N 
~ENDRIX,STEPHANIE J 
ARTINEZ,THOMAS EUGENE 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
MAIN CAMPUS 
1983 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
~ 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
MAJOR MINOR 
-.. CHEMICAL ENGR 
._ CHEMICAL ENGR 
----
CHEMICAL ENGR 
CHEMICAL ENGR 
CHEMICAL ENGR 
CHEMICAL ENGR 
... CHEMICAL ENGR 
._ CHEMICAL ENGR 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
~ 
.. 
...... 
..... ii) 
MAJOR MINOR 
COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
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"1CANDREW,JAMES F 
"1INER,JOHN GIFFORD 
BORTON,DAVID ALLEN 
BREWER,DANN QUERRIN 
DAYYANI,BAGHER 
EATON,LINDA LAVERNE 
EBERLE,RICHARD CLAY 
3UINCHARD,LAWRENCE DONALD 
-fOLMAN, MELI SSA E 
'1A,KUANG-JING 
'10NSON,BRIAN L 
~ASLUND,CHARLES WILLIAM 
NEWELL,YVONNE LUCILLE 
~ETERSON,BRADLEY D 
~ICKETSON,SHERRY 
WGERS,JOE E 
?CHADER,BARRY WILLIAM 
~ALL,ROBERT A 
~EIMER,ROBERT WAYNE 
MTEWART,JEFFREY ELLIS 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 1983 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
_. COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE 
MAJOR MINOR 
COMPUTER SCIENCE MUSIC 
COMPUTER SCIENCE ELECTRICAL ENGR 
-
.._ COMPUTER SCIENCE MATHEMATICS 
....... COMPUTER SCIENCE MANAGEMENT 
COMPUTER SCIENCE MATHEMATICS 
COMPUTER SCIENCE MATHEMATICS 
~ COMPUTER SCIENCE MANAGEMENT 
.- COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE MANAGEMENT 
COMPUTER SCIENCE ECONOMICS 
-
~ COMPUTER SCIENCE MATHEMATICS 
COMPUTER SCIENCE ELECTRICAL ENGR 
COMPUTER SCIENCE ENGLISH 
~ 
~ COMPUTER SCIENCE PSYCHOLOGY 
COMPUTER SCIENCE MANAGEMENT 
COMPUTER SCIENCE MUSIC 
........ COMPUTER SCIENCE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
MAJOR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
MINOR 
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BRITAIN,BENJAMIN,JR 
BUFFINGTON,JOHN WESLEY,JR 
:DEBACA,LEANNE MARIE 
:ONOVER,KURT M 
:ONSAVAGE,LEE 
: URRENT,SAMUEL JOSEPH 
:URTIS,WILLIAM CLYDE III 
3RAVES,THOMAS EDWIN 
iALBLEIB,MARY ELIZABETH 
iARDIN,TERRY L 
JAKUBCZAK,JEROME F 
(ELSEY,KARL ANTHONY 
. ISTON,ANA M 
10ULTON,MICHAEL WAYNE 
1ULLEN,JUDSON CHARLES 
>AIZ,WILLIAM MARTIN 
>ELLEGRINO,DANIEL G 
>ENATZER,JEFFREY LYNN 
'ORTER,JAMES DANIEL 
tICHARDS,DALE ROBIN 
.tOMINE, JEFFREY L 
HOMAS,MARK REID 
ELASQUEZ,BRENDA S 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS PAGE 13 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 198:S 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
- ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
........ ELECTRICAL ENGR 
= 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
--
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
.,. 
• ELECTRICAL ENGR 
• 1 ELECTRICAL ENGR .___ ELECTRICAL ENGR 
• 
~ ELECTRICAL ENGR 
.--,. ELECTRICAL ENGR 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
l 0/09/85 
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\KBARZADEH,ALIREZA TOOTOO 
lAHR,NICHOLAS J 
JALDWIN,RICHARD DALE 
:ANTER, MONET 
:OLLINS,LEO GUADALUPE 
:OTTER,DOUGLAS MITCHELL 
:ROMPTON,JOSEPH 
=LORES, GABRI EL 
=oREMAN, DAVID L 
,AY,DAVID LEE 
,IBBONS,CHARLES A 
lAYDEN, DAVID J 
[NGRAM,ROBIN SUE 
.ACY,THOMAS EDWIN 
1CCRAY, MARK S 
1CDONALD,THOMAS GRANT 
1CSHEEHY,JOHN LANCASTER 
~AGEL, ROGER A 
>ENNINGTON,DANIEL H 
1
rnOADES, ALL EN T 
' IRLES,CARL P,JR 
MITH,LANCE RICHARD 
I 
'TOCK,MATTHEW J 
HOMAS,STANLEY WAYNE 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
MAIN CAMPUS 
1983 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
MAJOR 
• • 
--. 
........ 
~ -
... .. 
... 
.... 
L.... 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
MINOR 
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fORRES,DAVID ARTHUR 
~OOD,SAM A 
~OODWORTH,ARNOLD PAUL 
/OSS,SUSAN 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
---- MECHANICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
1983 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NUCLEAR ENGINEERING 
MAJOR 
.. NUCLEAR ENGINEERING 
MINOR 
PAGE 20 
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BOURQUE,CATHY L 
~AYLEY,MICHAEL EDWARD 
<RAUS,SHARON A 
=>QWELL,EDDIE LAY 
~UFFIN,KIMBERLY DEE 
5ERGENT,D0UGLAS W 
JENABLE,JAMES ALLSTON 
JENEKLASEN,GAIL M 
BRENNAN,KATHLEEN 
:HAFE,MAYA 
)OBOS,TAMARA 
,REENE, LAUREN M 
,UERARD,GAYNEL FOREMAN 
iENDRICKS,ELAINE LUCILLE 
1ARSHALL,SUZANNE LEE 
ILLER,MARY F 
HERBRING,MARTA KAY 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS PAGE 21 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 1983 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN FINE ARTS 
MAJOR MINOR 
THEATRE ARTS 
ART STUDIO FILM STUDIES 
ART STUDIO 
ART STUDIO 
THEATRE ARTS 
ART STUDIO 
.. ART STUDIO 
ART STUDIO ENGLISH 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
MAJOR MINOR 
.-.. ART STUDIO 
THEATRE ARTS DANCE 
~ ART STUDIO 
ART STUDIO 
~ ART STUDIO 
THEATRE ARTS 
---
ART STUDIO 
ART STUDIO 
ART STUDIO 
BACHELOR OF MUSIC 
MAJOR MINOR 
' 
.... 
10/09/85 
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~ 
~" 
~EAUCHAMP,CARLA RUTH 
IF EGAN, DARBY G 
HERNANDEZ,B PEDRO-C 
ACOBSON,LYNN MARIE 
KRAMER,LAURA JEAN 
PEREA,BENJAMIN RAMON 
VANDYKE,ELIZABETH RANSOM 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS 
--
MUSIC 
MUSIC 
MUSIC 
MUSIC 
MUSIC 
BACHELOR OF MUSIC EDUCATION 
MAJOR 
MUSIC EDUCATION 
MUSIC EDUCATION 
1983 
MINOR 
PAGE 22 
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N CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 1983 ~ 
N MAIN CAMPUS 
SCHOOL OF LAW 
JURIS DOCTOR 
MAJOR MINOR 
f RCHULETA,HERBERT SAM LAW 
BURNHAM,KELLY HOOPER LAW I 
3ENTRY,JOYCE MILLER ..- LAW 
RICH,ELAINE SUSAN LAW 
5IBBITT, TINA R 
.:II LAW 
I 
I 
... 
,:10/09/85 
~ 
~ 
o..'\t 
~RIONES,DAVID JOE 
I CHANDLER,MICHAEL HARREN 
I 
~OUGELET,ROBERT M 
~RIEGO,RUBEN RAUL 
KLEBANOFF,DAVID M 
PAZ,CONCHITA MARIE 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEH MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
MAIN CAMPUS 
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 
DOCTOR OF MEDICINE 
• ~ 
.-.. 
--
MAJOR 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
MEDICINE 
1983 
MINOR 
PAGE 24 
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~CINDOE,KATHLEEN ANN 
~ORIN,MICHELLE B 
~EZ,DIANNA RUTH 
~OURIE,CANDES ANN 
~ADFORD,PEGGY LUCILLE 
5ALCID0 DE ABEYTA,GERETTA 
5ANCHEZ,SYLVIA S 
5AWYIER,MARIAN LEE 
fHOMAS,DESHEILA R 
~ASHBURN,JEAN ANNETTE 
~OLFORD,PAMELA J 
(BARRA, CINDY 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF NURSING 
._. 
--.... 
• • 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
NURSING 
1983 
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\NDREWS,SUSAN 
I 
JI GIL, DOLORES P 
\VERY, PAUL WILLIAM 
:OSTA,GARY 
I 
)RAMIGA,REGINA ONGIYA 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 1983 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN DENTAL HYGIENE 
MAJOR 
DENTAL HYGIENE CBS) 
.- DENTAL HYGIENE CBS) 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHARMACY 
MAJOR 
PHARMACY 
....... PHARMACY 
PHARMACY 
MINOR 
MINOR 
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ABBINK,EMILY KATHLEEN 
I 
BAJEMA,MARCU GAY 
BARNEY,DAISY 
BERCH,BEVERLY ELAINE VALE 
BERMAN,MARION PEASE 
BIERBAUM,JUDITH ANNE 
BIGLER,CLARA LOREE 
BRAZIS,MADELYN 
BURCHIEL,JUDY LYONS 
'BYRD,NIKI LEE 
~ARROLL,LAURA MITCHELL 
::HAVEZ,RUBY M 
FOLE,MARTHA JO 
:ONNER,JOHN MAXWELL 
' :ooK,PATRICIA KAY 
: oRDERO, SIL VIA 
: RABTREE,EUGENE N 
: RAMPTON,ERVIN JAY,JR 
:RUMLEY,MARLA KAY 
DAVIS,KAREN 
DAVIS,PRUDENCE KRUPP 
DEETZ,DONNA JEANNE 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMI SSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES , FAL L 
MAIN CAMPUS 
198 3 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
MASTER OF ARTS 
.. 
~ 
..... 
-
MAJOR 
AMERICAN STUDIES 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
SEC & ADULT TCH EDUC 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ART 
COUNSELING 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
SEC & ADULT TCH EDUC 
SEC & ADULT TCH EDUC 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
SEC & ADULT TCH EDUC 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT 
EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT 
SEC & ADULT TCH EDUC 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
HOME ECONOMICS 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
MINOR 
PAGE 2! 
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C. 
)EVRIES,NANCY 
)OHERTY,GAIL ANN MADDEN 
)OLAN,TERRANCE P 
: SCOBAR,JOSE ROBERTO 
: SPINOSA,ROSEMARIE Z 
=INLEY,SOPHIA MIMOSA 
=oLLINGSTAD,MARY K 
=RIES,BARBARA ELAINE 
,AL EN, NINA 
,ARCIA,BETTY ANN 
,ARVIN,JAMES FRANCIS 
,ENTRY,MARCY A 
,ERDE, GLENDA C 
30NZALEZ,ARGELIA MARGARIT 
,RAHAM,MARTHA S 
,RIJALVA,RICARDO 
3UTH,BARBARA J 
,UTIERREZ, FELIX 
iARIFIN, SUTARI 
iASSAN,BADRAN ABDEL H 
iENDREN,DOUGLAS FRANKLIN 
ERNDON,BETTY JEAN 
ILL,JAMES ERSKINE 
~OLLINGSWORTH,JAN K 
ONAKER,MARY BETH 
THE UNIVERSITY OF EXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 1985 
MAIN CAMPUS 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
.......... 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
FOUNDATIONS OF ED 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT 
EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT 
ENGLISH 
COUNSELING 
COUNSELING 
ENGLISH 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
COUNSELING 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
THEATRE ARTS 
EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT 
ENGLISH 
EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT 
ENGLISH 
SEC & ADULT TCH EDUC 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
SPANISH 
THEATRE ARTS 
COUNSELING 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
G 
.10/09/85 
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~~ 
HOOPER,DEBORAH NASH 
HUNT,PATRICIA ELLEN 
IRWIN,CORINNE 
JOHNSON,KAREN ANNE 
JONES,MARCELLA CHERYL 
JORDAN,LINDA HARLEY 
JULANDER,LORIE KAY 
KAMMER,GREGORY ALAN 
KENDRICK,WILLIAM LESLIE 
I 
KERR,MAUREEN RENEE 
KIDD,DOUGLAS MACGREGOR 
KOBYLAS,JOSEPH GERARD 
KORISH,MARIE J 
I 
f OSMIDER,ALEXIA M 
KRINSKI,CECILE BRUZZINI 
ARSON,MARIA AMY 
~ATONA,DEAN PAUL 
LEPPELMAN,CARL STEVEN 
LEWIS,CRAIG DONALD 
LLOVERA,VILMA ESTELA 
LLOYD,BRIAN ANDREW 
ONG,LELA HOFFMANN 
ORIN,FRANCES VERVILLE 
ACKENZIE,GORDENE A 0 
,ARTINEZ,RITA ALICE 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO - - OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FAL L 
MAIN CAMPUS 
1983 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
.. 
--
... 
...... 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
LANGUAGE SCIENCES 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
MATHEMATICS 
EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
FOUNDATIONS OF ED 
ART 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
SEC & ADULT TCH EDUC 
ECONOMICS 
SPANISH 
ENGLISH 
AMERICAN STUDIES 
COUNSELING 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
ECONOMICS 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
FOUNDATIONS OF ED 
EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT 
GEOGRAPHY 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
FOUNDATIONS OF ED 
AMERICAN STUDIES 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
PAGE 30 
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1ATRICARDI,FRANCISCO 
1CCLOSKEY, JOANNE EVELYN 
1CDOWELL,FORREST D,JR 
1CKINNEY,CAROL ANNE 
1ENTCH,MARTHA ANN 
1ERCHANT,SUSANNA CAROLE 
1ILLER,SUSAN R PECASTAING 
10NSMA,THOMAS WILLIAM 
100DY,STEPHEN LOCKEY 
1URPHY,JANA EILEEN 
~IXON,NICKEY JAMES 
lLDHAM,LINDA ROSS 
lRTIZ-SANTACRUZ,JAIME P 
)SNES, C KRISTINE 
'ANIZO, ELSA B 
'ETERS,WINNIFRED C 
'INTO,HALTER HERMAN 
'LATERO, LUANA 
'LETSCH,GEORGE WILLIAM 
{AICHANDANI,LACHMI P 
{HODES,JOANNE TROIA 
ICE,MONICA JEAN 
IGGS,JACKI LYNN 
OJAS,FRANCISCA CAROLINA 
OLLSTIN,JUDITH ANN 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
MAIN CAMPUS 
1983 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
RECREATION 
COUNSELING 
SPANISH 
SEC & ADULT TCH EDUC 
ENGLISH 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
SEC & ADULT TCH EDUC 
ENGLISH 
EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT 
ENGLISH 
EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT 
EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT 
FOUNDATIONS OF ED 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
MATHEMATICS 
EDUCATION ADMINISTRAT 
SEC & ADULT TCH EDUC 
COUNSELING 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
FOUNDATIONS OF ED 
MATHEMATICS 
PAGE 31 
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~UFFING,KAREN LOUISE 
~USSELL,DENISE E 
~ANCHEZ,MARIA AM 
~ANDERLIN,TERRY KEITH 
~ANDOVAL,DEBBY G 
?CHNELL,THOMAS JOSEPH 
5CHROEDER,MIRIAM E 
5CHULTZ,CHERYL DONAHOO 
5CHWARTZ,MARY FRANCES 
~ELLECK,MICHAEL JOHN 
~EYMOUR,SHIRLEY ANN 
I 
~HAFFER,ERIC PAUL 
~HAUM,RICHARD LEE,JR 
,ODERSTROM,MARK LOWELL 
\oTO,EDDY BARRERAS 
iPICKARD,HOLLY ANNE 
j 
iTEVENS,GEORGIA D 
iTOUT,JERRY MILTON 
. APAHONSO, LUCI 
"APIA,MARSHA C 
·.HEVENET ;ROBIN I 
' 
·.IXI ER, DEBRA SUE 
IKLUND,LONYTA ROSE 
!EISMAN, ELAINE 
1ILLIS,RICHARD HENRY 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO - - OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
MAIN CAMPUS 
1983 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
. - --
... ~-·-... ~~· 
LATIN AMERICAN STUDIE 
SPANISH 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
COUNSELING 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
SEC & ADULT TCH EDUC 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
SEC & ADULT TCH EDUC 
SEC & ADULT TCH EDUC 
ENGLISH 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
COUNSELING 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
ENGLISH 
SEC & ADULT TCH EDUC 
ENGLISH 
SEC & ADULT TCH EDUC 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
ART 
HISTORY 
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~ILSON,DAVID SCOTT 
~ILSON,DOROTHY GOLDSTEIN 
~ILSON,STANLEY LEON 
~IRTH,WAYNTA ANN 
.. rnoD, LESLIE ANN 
ZUBER, PHILIP D 
~BEYTA,PABLITA T 
~RVISO,MILDRED 
BIRD,LILA FRANCES 
CASTILLO,LAURA OLIVIA 
CATA,SAMUEL E 
CAVIT,ERIN THERESA 
CLARK,DEBORAH LINN 
COFFEY,CAROL ANGELA 
DANIELZUK,LANE 
DURAN,MARY FRANCES 
EAGAN,STEVEN LEE 
GARCIA,MARGARET A 
I 
RIFFIN,STELLA LOUISE 
ARRIS,ALFRED C,JR 
ARTMAN,JEAN M 
KANIHO,PEGGY 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
MAIN CAMPUS 
1983 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
. 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
COUNSELING 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
ART 
FOUNDATIONS OF ED 
MASTER OF ARTS IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
I 
MAJOR 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
MINOR 
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UPP, JUDITH KAY 
AKIES,DEBRA SUSAN WRIGHT 
~YSTROM,SCOTT VINCENT 
JLONA,MICHAEL DAVID 
JTERO,JOSE JERONIMO 
>ATT,BRUCE AUGUSTUS 
>AVA,DANIEL SETH 
>ENDALL,JOANNE SISK 
>LANTE,DAVID LYNN 
>QZENEL,JAY WILLIAM 
~UINTANA,JUAN 
~ENNINGER,EVA MARIE 
~OMERO,MARY PATRICIA 
iAENZ,JULIAN ANTONIO 
5TARKE,ANN GAYNOR 
I 
rYRRELL,PATRICK FRANCIS 
~OLFE,MARIA SUSAN 
:RDMANN,CAMERON CRAIG 
EVIN,MARLEYNE CHULA 
PROMMEL,ROBERT ALAN 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 1983 
MAIN CAMPUS 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
Iii 
; 
• 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE 
MAJOR 
ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
MASTER OF COMMUNITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING 
MAJOR 
COMNTY & REG PLANNING 
MINOR 
MINOR 
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fRUJILLO,AUDON TONY 
=ELDMAN,DONNA CAROL 
,OTTFRIED,EMILY GEORGES 
10RE, DEBORAH RAE 
>AMPSON,MINDY ANNE 
\CKERMANN,MARK ROBERT 
\IKMAN,SUSAN LOUISE 
\LZATE,MARIO ENRIQUE 
\NDREWS,THOMAS G 
\NWAR,PARVEEZ 
3ACHICHA,MICHAEL A 
JALLOU,JEANNE DENIS 
3ARNES,JOHN SIDNEY 
EAUPARLANT,PAMELA ANN 
LACK,DONALD GLEN 
URKHART,CRAIG PRESTON 
:HAN,YAT-SUM 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
MAIN CAMPUS 
1983 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
... COMNTY & REG PLANNING 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS 
MASTER OF MUSIC 
-, 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
--
MAJOR 
FINE ARTS 
MAJOR 
MUSIC 
MUSIC 
MUSIC 
MAJOR 
PHYSICS 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
BIOLOGY 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
MEDICAL SCIENCES 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
COMMUN DISORDERS 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
MINOR 
MINOR 
MINOR 
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CHANG,SHYI-JIAN 
CHANG,YAO-CHONG 
CHEN,CHING FONG 
CODDING,DAVID BRUCE 
:osTALES,NESTOR RANDY 
DRAYER,DONNA LOUISE 
OUNBAR,TERRY FRANK 
:DWARDS,THOMAS C,JR 
: L HUSSEINI,KHALED NAZEM 
:RBSCHLOE,DONALD ROSS 
=AIRBANKS,NORMAN LLOYD 
=ALVEY,SUZZANNE ELEANORE 
=LICKER,STUART LAWRENCE 
,ARLIE,JEAN MARIE 
,INN,REBECCA IRENE 
,REENBERG,MARGARET A 
IEARON,CAROL 
IIRONS,KATHLEEN P 
IOOD,WILLIAM HOLLIS 
IO RNER,JOHN DAVID 
IOUSTON, GRAFTON 
INCAID, LINDA S 
LOOSTERMAN,FREIDA J 
OEHLER,LYNN 
EE,SEONGHWAN 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
MAIN CAMPUS 
1983 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
.. 
~ 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
GEOLOGY 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
MEDICAL SCIENCES 
BIOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
CHEMICAL ENGR 
PHYSICS 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
PHYSICS 
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
COMMUN DISORDERS 
NURSING 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
CHEMISTRY 
BIOLOGY 
BIOLOGY 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
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.EYENBERGER, TERRY LEE 
.IU,YING-MOH 
.ONGMIRE,PATRICK A 
.ORENZ,VIRGINIA MARY 
1ACIAS,RAYMOND ALAN 
1ARIANO,ANTHONY JOSEPH 
1ARSHALL,DAVID HECKERT 
1AZIDI,AMIR 
1CKINLEY,JAMES PRESTON 
1CKNIGHT,DARREN SCOTT 
1EADER,NANCY KAY 
10NTOYA, EILEEN P 
~AIL,DANE SHANNON 
~EVIS,ELIZABETH ANNE 
)RRELL,MICHAEL GLEN 
' ARK,SUNG- SOO 
' EDERSON,JUDITH ANN 
' IETZ,JOHN MICHAEL 
~E IN, GAIL L 
~OGET,MICHAEL ANN 
iAMPAYAN,STEPHEN ESQUEJO 
CHUSTER,GARY RICHARD 
CHUSTER,LAWRENCE JOSEPH 
>HENUSKI,DORIS MARIE 
MITH,LAWRENCE NOEL 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 1983 
MAIN CAMPUS 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
.:-. 
•• 
,! 
GEOLOGY 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
GEOLOGY 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
PSYCHOLOGY 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
GEOLOGY 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
COMMUN DISORDERS 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
HEALTH EDUCATION 
CHEMICAL ENGR 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMMUN DISORDERS 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
COMMUN DISORDERS 
GEOLOGY 
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5NARE,HOWARD EUGENE 
50BUS,JOSEPH CHARLES 
50N, CHANG WON 
5TAFFORD,LUCINDA K 
5TEIN,HARLAN LEIGH 
IOGLER,HERBERT A,III 
-JALKER,SARAH A 
,JEIGAND,MARILYN DIANE 
,JENGS,WILLIAM JAMES 
,JHITE, FRANK LEE 
fELAVARTHY,RAMESH 
(U, CHUNG-LI 
\DAMO,SAM C 
\NDRADAS HERANZ,CARLOS 
3ACA,MARIO L 
HRUKOFF, KAY ANN 
30WEN,SCOTT MICHAEL 
30YESON,MICHAEL GEORGE 
3RAJER,VICTOR S 
ROWNING,JOHN STEPHEN 
AMILLI,EILEEN LOIS 
;AMPBELL,BRUCE ALAN 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
MAIN CAMPUS 
1983 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
~ 
• -• 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
COMMUN DISORDERS 
GEOLOGY 
GEOLOGY 
MEDICAL SCIENCES 
MECHANICAL ENGR 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CHEMICAL ENGR 
ELECTRICAL ENGR 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
MAJOR 
HISTORY 
a .. I MATHEMATICS 
EDUCATION 
.-.. EDUCATION 
11 CHEMISTRY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
ECONOMICS 
3 a - ENGINEERING 
._. ANTHROPOLOGY 
MEDICAL SCIENCES 
MINOR 
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:AUDLE:LINDA JEAN 
:HOUNG,HAECHANG 
DUNN,ROBERT WESLEY 
=ACEY,JON MARK 
=ERNANDEZ-CUESTA,MARINO 
=ERRELL,MARY JANE 
=ISHER,FREDERICK MASON 
=ISK,JAMES WALTER 
=oRESTER,JOHN ALLAN 
3IBBENS,ELIZABETH BYRD 
,UTIERREZ,JOHN 
iALE,WILLIAM BRANTLEY 
iIDALGO,LINDE LICHTE 
iIDALGO,MARGARITA 
iODER-SALMON,MARILYN 
CRAFT,CLIFFORD HARRY 
CYLE,MARSHA ANN 
. AVAY,BARRY WAYNE 
.EON,ALBERTO AUGUSTO 
.OUDERBOUGH,ELLEN T 
. UDUTSKY-TAYLOR,TINA LINDA 
ANHEIMER,JERRY MICHAEL 
iARTINEZ,AUGUSTINE PETE 
~CAULIFFE,LUCILLE M PETER 
ONTGOMERY,DIANE MARIE 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
MAIN CAMPUS 
1983 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
~ ... 
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I 
CHEMISTRY 
PHILOSOPHY 
PHYSICS 
EDUCATION 
ROMANCE LANGUAGES 
EDUCATION 
BIOLOGY 
ENGINEERING 
PSYCHOLOGY 
AMERICAN STUDIES 
ROMANCE LANGUAGES 
EDUCATION 
ROMANCE LANGUAGES 
ROMANCE LANGUAGES 
AMERICAN STUDIES 
ENGINEERING 
EDUCATION 
EDUCATION 
CHEMISTRY 
BIOLOGY 
EDUCATION 
PSYCHOLOGY 
EDUCATION 
EDUCATION 
EDUCATION 
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~SBORNE,ALFRED BARRY 
:lTERO, ROSALIE C 
:>OREC,JOHN PAUL 
<EICHEL,RONALD ROBERT 
<EITH,CHARLES CRUSOE 
<OBINSON,SUZANNE MARIE 
5CHWANBERG,SANDRA LEE 
5ILVERMAN,IAN ROBERT 
SUTTON,MARY FLEET 
fODD,LAWRENCE CALVIN,JR 
fURAKHIA,RAJESH HARILAL 
..JANG, MING-LIANG 
..JEBB,MELODY 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
MAIN CAMPUS 
1983 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
.. 
EDUCATION 
ENGLISH 
EDUCATION 
AMERICAN STUDIES 
BIOLOGY 
EDUCATION 
EDUCATION 
CHEMISTRY 
EDUCATION 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
CHEMISTRY 
ENGINEERING 
HISTORY 
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BARRASS,JEANNETTE VIGIL 
BLASI,MARCUS ANDREW 
:ARIAN,CHRISTOPHER GEORGE 
: VANKO,WILLIAM A 
<ELLIS,MARIANTHE A 
. OPEZ,SUSAN B 
1ARQUEZ,PETER ANTHONY 
1EHRNOOSH,ROYA 
~ANE, ANSON ELIAS 
~YAN, KEVIN FRANK 
iCANLAN,KEVIN PATRICK 
iMALL,ROSS W 
~ATERS,PAUL WILLIAM 
~ILLIAMS,JAMES I,II 
~YMER,PAUL MICHAEL 
1ALLARD, SIDNEY 
.ANTORA,CHRISTOPHER M 
INNIN,MARIANNE HILL 
ILKES,PERRY R 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
MAIN CAMPUS 
1983 
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE AND PLANNING 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ARCHITECTURE 
MAJOR 
ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
.-
........ ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
-.. ARCHITECTURE 
~ ARCHITECTURE 
.-. ARCHITECTURE 
D ARCHITECTURE 
-- ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
..... 
- ARCHITECTURE 
ARCHITECTURE 
BA CHELOR OF ARTS IN ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN 
MAJOR 
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN 
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN 
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN 
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN 
MINOR 
MINOR 
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\LBREKTSEN,HILLIAM ALAN 
SASKIN,PATRICIA A DAVIS 
I 
BIEDERMANN,MICHAEL V 
3LAIR,JENNIFER SYLVIA 
3REEN,NOEL KEVIN 
I 
lRIMHALL,ROCIO A 
I 
lRYMER,SHERYL RAE 
I 
lURGE,DONALD JAY 
I 
:HAVEZ,ROSALIE 
i 
:ONNOR,E JENNIFER 
' 
:ONTRERAS,JOANNA DOLORES 
' 
;RISHELL,SHERON 
)AILY,DAL 
}E QUACK,PETER 
JURAN,ALFRED L 
~ERRARO,EILEEN P 
~ILLAH,CHARLES NICHOLAS 
' 
~ORRESTER,TRUDEE JEAN 
' 
:RIEDER,BRAEDEN KENDALL 
I iAMMILL,THOMAS HAYNE 
!ALLER, DONITA D 
JAUGE,ARLAN SALMER 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEH MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
MAIN CAMPUS 
1983 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
BACHELOR OF UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
MAJOR 
..-
._ 
_.. 
..-. 
{~~ :1l: U ~ 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIV ERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
MINOR 
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HAURY,RICHARD KENNETH 
HERRING,BERINDA J 
HOOPER,RUFUS JAMES 
HOUCK,FRANCIS STEWART 
HUNTER,CAROL ANN 
JOHNSON,ANNE M 
JOHNSON,EDWARD THOMAS 
KAVET,ALEXANDER CHARLES 
<ERNELL,NATHANIEL JOHN 
LEWIS,MARSHA A 
OVATO,GEORGE A,JR 
~UCE,BRIAN THOMAS 
~ATLOCK,STEPHEN WARREN 
~ONT OYA, CECELIA 
JRGASS,JAMES 
>ACHECO,ANTHONY F 
>IERCE,SUZANN LEE 
>UTNEY,DAVID ALAN 
~AFF,MARIETTA HUNTER 
iODDY,JOHN KERMIT 
~OUSSEL,KAREN DENISE 
"ANCHEZ-RARIDEN,LORRAINE 
ELLS,HARRISON 
UAREZ,MARTIN ANTHONY 
' UBLETT,JULIA CHANCE 
THE UNIVERS ITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
MAIN CAMPUS 
1983 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
tll 
...... 
...... 
::: 2 
......... 
I • 
..-
.-. 
~
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UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
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fERUEL,ANTONIO LIONGSON 
fHOMAS,JANIE ELIZABETH 
roUGHIRY,PATRICIA ANN 
~AN HEKKEN,MARTIN JON 
~ILLSON,THOMAS ANDREW 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 1983 
MAIN CAMPUS 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
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BURRELL,DONNA LOU 
:ARGILL,JACK LYNN 
:HAPMAN,STEPHEN HUGHES 
:LARKE,WILLIAM THOMAS 
ELLIOTT,JAMES HOMER 
rlICKMAN,EMILY ANN 
(AMINSKI,MARGUERITE B 
(AST,CAROL ANN 
<ESSINGER,DALE ALAN 
<NARR,KENNETH DELMAR 
~CCLURE,MARGARET A BAERST 
~osEY,PATRICIA EVANS 
~EID,CAROL A 
~YAN,THOMAS PATRICK,JR 
SCHLESINGER,PEGGY MARILYN 
SHIBATA,RANDOLPH TAKEO 
SLEASE,WILLIAM D 
RCHULETA,EDMUND G 
UAMES,PATRICK MICHAEL 
OAWAD,JOHN STEVENS 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
MAIN CAMPUS 
1983 
THE ROBERT 0. ANDERSON GRADUATE SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
MAJOR 
._ 
.-
• 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
MANAGEMENT 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
MASTER OF MANAGEMENT 
MAJOR 
.- MANAGEMENT 
MANAGEMENT 
MANAGEMENT 
MINOR 
MINOR 
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~HUMARD,JON TERRY 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
MAIN CAMPUS 
1983 
THE ROBERT 0. ANDERSON GRADUATE SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT 
-
MANAGEMENT 
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~LVAREZ,ILENE MARIE 
: ooK,NONA 
~AL ATE, REVA A 
-H L DE, MELIA LYNN 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 1983 
MAIN CAMPUS 
HUMAN SERVICES 
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS IN HUMAN SERVICES 
,..: :- ,-" .. 
1!\•!-~.S 
. \i o~·~-
MAJOR 
HUMAN SERVICES 
HUMAN SERVICES 
HUMAN SERVICES 
HUMAN SERVICES 
MINOR 
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HARDIN,TERRY L 
KNEE,STEPHEN RICHARD 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
MAIN CAMPUS 
1983 
PRE-ENGINEERING 
ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE IN PRE-ENGINEERING 
MAJOR 
PRE-ENGINEERING 
PRE-ENGINEERING 
MINOR 
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HIDALGO,MERCEDES LETICIA 
LUCERO,LORIE J 
LUCERO,RACHAEL EILEEN 
RAEL, MARGARET M 
TIANO,CATHERINE KELSIE 
TURRIETTA,VIOLA L 
WALKER,KAREN LEA 
-- - - r-
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
MAIN CAMPUS 
1983 
SECRETARIAL STUDIES AND OFFICE SUPERVISION 
ASSOC OF ARTS IN SECRETARIAL STUDIES & OFFICE SUPER 
MAJOR MINOR 
SECRETARIAL STUDIES 
SECRETARIAL STUDIES 
SECRETARIAL STUDIES 
SECRETARIAL STUDIES 
SECRETARIAL STUDIES 
SECRETARIAL STUDIES 
SECRETARIAL STUDIES 
,, 
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BENECKE,JOHN DAVID 
DRAGOO,JOHN M 
HAY ES,JANET LOUISE 
KL EIN.EDWARD F 
TURPIN,DANNY CLAYTON 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
MAIN CAMPUS 
ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY 
1983 
ASSOC OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY 
._... 
MAJOR 
ELECTRONICS TECH 
ELECTRONICS TECH 
ELECTRONICS TECH 
ELECTRONICS TECH 
ELECTRONICS TECH 
MINOR 
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.ARE, GREGORY A 
) 
lRIGHT,ADAM GREER 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
MAIN CAMPUS 
LASER ELECTRO-OPTIC TECH 
1983 
ASSOC OF APPLIED SCI IN LASER ELECTRO-OPTIC TECH 
MAJOR 
LASER ELECTRO-OPTIC T 
LASER ELECTRO-OPTIC T 
MINOR 
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HIGHT,JOHN FREDRICK 
rAYLOR,ROBERTA LYKKEN 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
MAIN CAMPUS 1983 
COMPUTING SCIENCE 
ASSOC OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN COMPUTING SCIENCE 
MAJOR 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
MINOk 
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RIDDLE,DALE E 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS PAGE 53 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 1983 
MAIN CAMPUS 
BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY 
ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY 
MAJOR MINOR 
BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY 
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AQUIN,RONNIE 
- -- - - ----- - - --~~~- ------~ 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
MAIN CAMPUS 
GENERAL STUDIES 
1983 
ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN GENERAL STUDIES 
MAJOR MINOR 
GENERAL STUDIES 
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BEARSE,SHERI J 
DALE,JEANNE SMITH 
30RLITZ,JANICE LAURA 
HAYES,ELIZABETH ANN 
HOLLINGER,MALCOLM LYLES 
HOSTETTER,DAVID S 
I 
~IECZOREK,LEONARD 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
MAIN CAMPUS 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
1983 
ASSOC OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
MAJOR MINOR 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
~ 
a ., COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
, ... t 
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GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
MAJOR MINOR 
, ILPATRICK,JOHN DOUGLAS ELECTRICAL ENGR 
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GREENMAN,JOHN LEROY 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 1983 
LOS ALAMOS-GRAD 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
BACHELOR OF UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
MAJOR 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
MINOR 
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..JALDRON,SHARON R 
~ERBST,RICHARD JOSEPH 
<ILLIAN,BARBARA GERMAIN 
LOPEZ,REYMUNDO JOSE 
~ORRIS,WAYNE ALLEN 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 1983 
LOS ALAMOS-GRAD 
THE ROBERT 0. ANDERSON GRADUATE SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
MAJOR 
337-42-7551 BUSINESS ADMIN 
MASTER OF MANAGEMENT 
MAJOR 
MANAGEMENT 
MANAGEMENT 
MANAGEMENT 
MANAGEMENT 
MINOR 
MINOR 
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LOS ALAMOS ~ 
N 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
BACHELOR OF UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
MAJOR MINOR 
1JOHNSON, MARY A 
UNIVERSITY STUDIES 
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"1ARTIN,HILLIAM B 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEH MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
LOS ALAMOS 
1983 
THE ROBERT 0. ANDERSON GRADUATE SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
MAJOR 
BUSINESS ADMIN 
MINOR 
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FEREDE,HAREGEHEYN 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 1983 
LOS ALAMOS 
PRE-ENGINEERING 
ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE IN PRE-ENGINEERING 
MAJOR 
PRE-ENGINEERING 
MINOR 
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VANINETTI,JOE 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 1983 
LOS ALAMOS 
ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY 
ASSOC OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY 
MAJOR 
ELECTRONICS TECH 
MINOR 
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CROSHAW.GEORGE WILSON 
FEREDE,HAREGEWEYN 
HOCKERSMITH,JEFFREY ALAN 
MCGRATH,MARY JO 
SAPIR,FANNIE 
TANG,YU- YING CHEN 
~ATERHOUSE,STEPHEN CARL 
~ILLIAMS,LORI ANN 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS PAGE 63 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 1983 
LOS ALAMOS 
COMPUTING SCIENCE 
ASSOC OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN COMPUTING SCIENCE 
MAJOR MINOR 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
-r' • COMPUTER SCIENCE 
-
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
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KELLNER,CHARLENE ANN 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEH MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
LOS ALAMOS 
LIBERAL ARTS 
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS IN LIBERAL ARTS 
MAJOR 
LIBERAL ART 
1983 
MINOR 
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BOWMAN,LORENA 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, FALL 
GALLUP BRANCH 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION 
MAJOR 
1983 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
MINOR 
BILINGUAL EDUCATION 
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BOYLES,KAY TURNER 
BROWN,SHIRLENE 
KARL,JULIE M 
ROMANCITO,AVERY MARCEL 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -- OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS 
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GALLUP BRANCH 
MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY 
1983 
ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE IN MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOL 
:.... 
MAJOR 
MEDICAL LAB TECH 
MEDICAL LAB TECH 
MEDICAL LAB TECH 
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